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Introduction

Welcome to
GGC Token!
Global Grandeur Vacations (GGV) TOKEN is a new DeFi
Token that will soon be available as a Bep20 Token, on
the Binance Smart Chain , backed by the world’s first
travel agency to integrate cryptocurrency to their
platform.
We are the first crypto to utilize their own token as
payment for travel with zero fees. This token is backed
by our actual business Global Grandeur Vacations. We
offer the ability to own your own vacation/travel
platform or simply use us as a travel agent service.

Introduction

Global Grandeur
Vacation (GGV)
We at GGV are aware that we’re on the forefront of
revolutionizing the investment and travel industry! Our goal for

our holders is to keep it as simple as possible. We don’t promise
to take you to the Moon (YET!); however, what we DO promise is
this, to take you around the Globe 🌎. So if you're ready to
TRAVEL OFF CRYPTO. Buckle up, and prepare to Chase Adventure
with us!

Business Revenue
Generated Tokenomics
What is that? Never heard of it?

Say hello to the world’s first token that is backed by an actual
company, that also gives matching tokenomics. When any sale
occurs from Global Grandeur Vacations, we will take the
priniciples of our standard tokenomics and apply those same
principles to our physical business transactions. We will simply
take a percentage of net sales and deliver it right back into the
token. The best part about this is the fact that these tokenomics
aren't locked into a contract, and can be changed to fit the
current, (or future) needs of the token. Some features are
reflections to holders , burning of tokens, increases of liquidity,
and so much more! All of these can be applied to the token at that
moment of need. It’s truly a unique concept created by our Dev
team!

Travel off Crypto?
Yes! You read that correct! We proudly introduce to
you, The GGV TOKEN! We WILL bridge the gap
between the cryptocurrency market and beneficial
usage. We will bring the world of memory creation, as
well as many other uses, into the mainstream! We’ll
accomplish this by removing the barriers to access,as
well as by helping people trust and understand what
we believe to be the future of money for the travel
industry.

Double Tokenomics?
Everytime you buy, sell, or transfer GGV Tokens, a 8% luxury
tax will occur. Now, apply that same principle to every sale on
our vacation platform. Now you have doubled your
tokenomics! Once from the Token and once from the business
itself!

Massive Utility?
We have cracked the code and created a formula to travel off
crypto, AND watch your invesment grow while you’re doing it!
Suggested HODL guidelines ensure exponential growth. We
also are the world’s first travel company to offer direct
payment on our vacation platform, via GGV TOKEN, and by
using this method instead of cash, we will give Holders even
more savings. By the way, did we mention you can go from
GGV to $$$ in less than 5min?!

GGV TOKEN

Business Backing
Imagine having the most powerful travel platform in an industry
responsible for $9.25TRILLION to the global economy. Now imagine you
have the sales & marketing team to capture as much of that
$9.25TRILLION as they can get. Lastly, can you imagine receiving constant
percentage reflections, consistent LP injections, and buy backs that will
continue to raise the price? Yep! We offer that too and you benefit from all
of this, simply by holding our coin in your wallet.

BEP-20

Why GGV Is A
BEP-20 Token?
The invention of Ethereum was revolutionary to the blockchain
ecosystem as a whole, as for the first time ever people gained
a way to launch their own tokens and smart contracts. For
years, the Ethereum network was the default place for
launching innovative blockchain-based projects.
However, the increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies, and
the

advent

of

decentralized

finance

(DeFi)

solutions

specifically, has caused massive problems with the efficiency

of the Ethereum blockchain.
The transaction times and fees on the Ethereum network has
become so high that many crypto enthusiasts stopped using
ETH altogether, and blockchain developers started to look for
a better alternative. That’s what led to the creation of Binance
Smart Chain.

BSC

What is Binance Smart Chain?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a high-end blockchain infrastructure created by
Binance, one of the world leaders in providing blockchain solutions. Binance
Smart Chain was designed to fulfill the same purposes as Ethereum - the
ability to launch tokens, smart contracts and decentralized applications - but
with a much better efficiency.
While the Ethereum network uses a token format called ERC-20, the BSC
blockchain has its original, innovative token format: BEP-20. Tokens utilizing
the BEP-20 format can be purchased, sold and transferred with the fees that
can be 30-100x lower compared to Ethereum fees.
Not only the fees, but also the transaction times of Binance Smart Chain are
much lower than Ethereum’s. Overall, BSC is simply a much more effective
solution than ETH. Since GGV Token is an ecologically-oriented project,
choosing the more energy-efficient solution was the obvious choice to make.

GGV TOKEN

GGV
Tokenomics
Our tokenomics are simple. There are two unique functions that
occur during every trade:
1. A tax is incurred (Luxury Tax).
2. That tax is redirected to the community and the token.
How does this happen? Well, this is achieved by delivering 8%
reflection directly to Holders! For every buy, for every sell, or
for every trade!
Now, for a true first in the travel industry. Global Grandeur
Vacations has implemented an entirely new addition to the

world of Tokenomics.......

Business Revenue Generated Tokenomics (BRGT)! BRGT
delivers a unique form of tokenomics, where every business
sales profit is redirected back into the token. What’s the best
part about BRGT? It’s the fact that these tokenomics aren't
locked into a contract! They can be altered to fit the current,
(or future) needs of the token whether it be:
 More reflections to holders
 The burning of tokens
 Increasing the liquidity and so much more
These changes can also be applied to benefit the token at that
moment of need!
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Type of Token: BEP20
Symbol: GGV
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Let’s Get in Touch to Discuss Your Future
of Traveling
@ggvtoken

twitch.tv/ggvtoken

/ggvtoken

t.me/joinchat/kAnZ-xcG-sBjODRh

@ggvtoken

www.ggvtoken.com

Get Started

